The tare bar/button, located at the front of the scale, allows operators to reset the scale display to zero whenever it is depressed. In most applications this is when the targeted weight of each ingredient is reached.

1. With the scale platter empty, make sure the weight display reads 0.000. If the scale display indicates a different reading than 0.000, the scale should be zeroed by depressing the tare bar/button or the zero button on the display.

2. Add the first ingredient until the desired weight is displayed. Press the tare bar/button on the front of the scale to return the weight display to 0.000.

3. Add additional ingredients as desired, each time pressing the tare bar/button once the desired weight is reached.

4. When all ingredients are added, remove the item from the scale, then press the tare bar/button and the weight display will return to 0.000, ready for the next item.

For tare operations the tare bar/button need only be depressed momentarily.

When depressed for three or more seconds the tare bar/button returns the scale to gross zero.